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(A) Complete the following table using the information above. 

 

 Gold Tea 

South Africa 4 20 

Kenya 1 5 
 

 

(B) Which country has an absolute advantage in the production of gold? tea? 

 

Gold is South Africa that is 4 compared to 1 of Kenya. 

Tea is South Africa 20 as compared to 5 of Kenya. 

 

(C) South Africa and Kenya have equal advantage.in production of both goods. For 

RSA 1g means a sacrifice of 5tea.the same for Kenya. 

 

(D)No gains, because the countries have equal advantage .meaning the opportunity 

costs are the same between the countries. 

 

 (E) The sacrifice made produce a unit of a good must be different. The country that 

sacrifices less must produce the good whilst the one that sacrifices more to produce the 

good must import it. 

 

(E) What might make the two countries have different opportunity costs? 

 

Factor intensity differences. 

Factor abundance differences 

 Technology differences 

 

 

 



 

 

  
 

 Question 2 

Use the figure below to answer question 2 

 

(a) (i)  What is the autarky price and quantity demanded and supplied? 

ANSWER:  35 

 

(ii)  If the world price of good Q is R20 per unit, assuming free trade, calculate the total 

quantity of imports 

20000-1800=18200 

 

(iii)  With a tariff of r5 per unit, calculate the quantity of imports  

12000-2000=10000 

 

(b)With the above tariff imposed, how much is government revenue going to be: 

 

10000*5=50000. 

 

 (c) If the government decides instead to impose an import quota and not a tariff, what is 

the amount of quota that would produce the same effect on the amount of imports as 

the above tariff? (5) 

  

 

 



 

 

  
 

(d) Briefly discuss the similarities and differences in partial equilibrium effects between 

the quota and tariff? (10) 

 

They both restrict imports from other countries. 

 

 Differences. 

If DX shifts to dx1 a tariff result no change in output. 

If DX shifts to dx1 an import quota results a higher price of $2.50 and high domestic 

production. 

A quota involves a license whilst a tariff is a tax on imports. 

A quota limits imports with certainty whilst tariff don't have a certain limit. 

 A tariff generates revenue to the government whilst the quota is mere legislation 

A quota system has an inherent tendency to strengthen monopoly whilst tariffs have an 

inherent tendency to promote competition. 

 

Question 3 

Compare the Ricardian theory of trade to the Hecksher-Ohlin 

theory of trade (20) 

 

Ricardo theory 

 

-It is a classical theory. 

-Ricardian theory is expressed in terms labor theory of value. 

-Is a two country, two goods and one factor model that is labor is the only factor of 

production. 

- Neglects space element is one market theory. 

-Principle of comparative cost is a special feature that applies of only international trade. 

-Difference in labor efficiency taken into account. 

- Explains gains from trade. 

-Trade ends when equal advantage is reached. 

-Applies in the short run. 

-Does not consider supply of factors  

. 

Hecksher-Ohlin theory. 

 

-Is a modern theory  

-H-O theory is expressed in terms of money/price theory  



 

 

  
 

-Is a 2*2*2 model. Labour & capital are inputs. 

-factor abundance is the responsible factor  

-Is a multi-market theory. 

-Difference in factor supply is taken into account. 

-Explains the basis of trade. 

-Believes once equal advantage is achieved trade never ends.it will continue. 

-Applies in the long run too. 

-Considers factor supply. 

- Principle of comparative advantage applies to all trade. Both internal and international. 

 

(C) Are the predictions of the hecksher-ohlin model verified by 

empirical analysis? Explain with the aid of one empirical test.(5) 

 

No. According to Leontief paradox, the USA which had capital abundance was expected 

to export capital intensive goods but it export  

 

Question 4 

 

“The decision by the south African government to increase import tariffs for 

five categories of frozen chicken imports led to a heated debate. The 

imported value of these five categories of chicken accounted for 75% of the 

total value of frozen chicken imported to South Africa in 2012 .Chicken 

producers  argue that the chicken industry is threatened by low cost 

imports and that this holds a risk for employment as well as food security 

within the SAC region” 

With the information above as background, and from your trade 

policy knowledge, discuss fully the possible motives /arguments 

for protectionism such as in the case above. [25] 

 

Arguments for protectionism  

 

Infant industry argument-small firms that domestically produce poultry products need 

protection from cheap Brazilian chicken coming from abroad because they are still 



 

 

  
 

establishing and can't compete cost wise with large. Exporters from Brazil have 

economies of scale. 

 

Revenue reason - the government enacts tariffs on chicken imports as a way of raising 

revenue .the government will raise for its expenditure purposes. 

 

domestic employment .by putting tariffs the government will be trying to protect 

domestic employment because if tariffs are not levied then domestic production will be 

reduced this will mean a lot of workers are now unemployed which will violate the 

government macro-economic objective of full employment . 

 

Strategic reasons - the government protects certain industries particularly defends so 

that when time for war comes, the nation must always have resources available. 

Locally, especially nowadays because of massive national grievances some element of 

artacky is needed. 

 

Anti-dumping protectionism is vital to address dumping practices of nations that t 

receive production subsidies from their government to make other exports competitive 

.dumping is selling a good cheaper than its price in the exporting country. 

 

Controlling imported inflation-imports that come into a country from country of high costs 

will increase domestic prices resulting inflationary pressures 

 

Lastly diversification of industry is a valid reason for protection as a nation realizes that 

it over specialized its industry on poultry and wants to uphold fishing industry and beef 

market it will block chicken imports. 

 

 

 

However, it is difficult to correctly decide if an infant industry really need protection. 

Once an infant industry is used to protection then it will be hard to withdraw the 

protection. 

Once one industry is protected then all other industries will cry for protection too. 

Protection of infant industries results inefficacy due to lack of competition. 

 Protectionism results retaliation causing trade wars. 

The domestic employment argument is fallacious. 

Blocking chicken imports that are cheap will reduce welfare of citizens. 

 



 

 

  
 

Question 5  

MacDonald's and British petroleum are just two examples of 

multinational companies in South Africa. 

 (A) Explain the motives of such multinational companies investing in South 

Africa and in developing countries in general. (10) 

 

The need for higher return in South Africa than in home nation. 

The need to cut on tax expense as they favorable tax treatment in South Africa. 

The need to cut on labour costs for example in Zimbabwe labour laws favor employer 

than employee. 

To diversify and spread risks which is vital for sustainable growth. 

To achieve market growth as South Africa has a growing middle class and is an 

emerging market hence it promises high sales 

Multinationals come to invest in developing nations because they will be bypassing host 

nations protective mechanisms. 

Low labour cost of professionals in developing nations as compared to developed 

nations. 

 They also invest in developing nations because there is better infrastructure, inflation is 

under check and political stability. 

 

(b) Evaluate the major issues concerning multinational 

corporations as a source of conflict between source and host 

countries. (15) 

In host nation, 

Multinational companies have monopolistic tendencies that are not welcome in the 

markets. 

They exploit local labour for example, the Marikana massacre was a result of strike that 

exposed how mineworkers were exploited. 

Dumping practices of selling goods cheaper than in the country they come from. 

Sometimes the multinationals are made to pay high tax than local firms. 

The multinational companies evade taxes hence reducing tax revenues for host 

government 

 Local government may change policy .this might not seem favorable for multinationals 

which maybe a reason why Barclay's bank pulled out of Africa. 



 

 

  
 

Pollution, the multinational companies end up polluting the environment which will 

cause health hazards for local population. 

 

In source nation, the huge capital outflows will severe balance of payments problems. 

Investing nation suffers a reduction in tax collected  

Investing nation loses technological superiority as these companies export the 

technology to developing nations. 
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Question 1 

Explain the general characteristics of mercantilism. To what 

extent do nations today practice mercantilism? (10) 

Believes in the self-interest of the sovereign (state). 

It has accumulation of national wealth in form of gold and silver and because most 

nations did not have them the best way was though trade and having surpluses in trade. 

Banning the export of gold and silver even for payment. 

It led to colonies and the industrial revolution 

 It forbid colonies to trade with other nations  

Heavy limit of wages  

High promoting of manufacturing through research to achieve surplus for exchange with 

gold. 

Development of full time standing armies and navies to protect trade routes. 

 Imports must only be raw materials. 

Monopolizing markets with staple ports. 

Mercantilists period was characterized by high number of wars because of trade was a 

zero sum game. A gain to one nation was a loss to other nations  

Large population was a wealthy symbol because it meant large production with cheap 

labour. 

Trade protectionism in form of a strict limit on imports. 

And lastly money played a very important role in terms of taxes and money supply. 

To a lesser extent, nations practice mercantilism nowadays as evidenced by tariffs and 

other import barriers.  

Also every nation has a standing army nowadays which a sign of mercantilism. 

 



 

 

  
 

(b)Explain the theory of comparative advantage .Assumptions and 

criticisms of the theory must be stated. 

The theory of comparative advantage was develops by David Ricardo and is based on 

the notion that even if a nation has absolute disadvantage, trade is still possible based 

on comparative cost differences. 

The nation that has the lower opportunity cost must produce the commodity for export. 

The theory is classical and assumes the following; 

 

There are only two countries producing two commodities and using one factor only 

labour. 

-There is free trade. 

-There is full employment  

-Each country has a fixed endowment of factors .and all units of a particular resource 

are identical. 

-Perfect competition exists. 

=There are no trade barriers. 

-Factors of production are mobile between the two commodities but not between 

nations meaning there are wage differences between nations. 

-There are no transport costs. 

-Level of technology is fixed for both nations. 

The theory explains that if equal advantage is achieved then no basis of trade exists. 

 

 Ricardian theory is criticized 

- Due to its ability to explain comparative advantage and inability to explain reasons why 

nations had different comparative advantages. 

- Emphasizes that nations will produce export goods and ignores import competing 

goods. 

-Explains that greatest gains are between dissimilar countries but in the real work trade 

occurs between similar countries. 

 

(C)Criticisms of the factor proportions theory led to new trade theories 

being developed. Name and describe any one of the alternative trade 

theories. 

 

Product cycle model. 

When a new product is introduced then it needs highly skilled labour and with time the 

product becomes standardized and can be produced using less skilled labour. 



 

 

  
 

Which is why products are introduced are by developed nations and when the product is 

now on maturity stage then it will be produced by developing nations and the countries 

that introduced the products will have to import from developing nations. 

 

Section B 

Question 2 

(A) Define the following terms  

(I) Effective rate of protection  

Is the percentage increase in domestic value added per unit of output made possible by 

the tariff structure. 

It is calculated on domestic value added. 

Price of final commodity minus price of imported inputs. 

It is important to producers because it indicates how much protection is actually 

provided to the domestic processing of an import competing good. 

 

(Ii) Nominal tariff 

-Is a percentage tariff levied on goods as they enter the country 

-Does not take into account the effect of inflation or other taxes. 

-Calculated on value of final goods. 

-Is important to consumers because it reflects cost of goods. 

 

 

(B) Assume that South Africa produces shoes, and r80 of leather 

is used in the manufacture of each pair of shoe .Assume also that 

the free trade price of leather shoes isr100 and a 10% nominal 

tariffs is imposed on each pair of shoes. 

 

(i) How much is domestic value added? 

Final the value of free trade-import cost 

100-80=R20 

 

(ii) How much is the effective tariff rate? 

0,1 - 0,8 x 0   0,1 - 0 = 0,1 =0,5 or 50% 

1.0 – 0,8    =  0,2       =0,2 

 



 

 

  
 

(iii) Between the producers and consumers who is better off in this situation? Explain 

The producers are better off because they are protected. 

Consumers will pay R110 more instead of R100 

Consumers will buy a reduced amount of production at a higher price. 

 

 

QUESTION 4 

 

(a) (Evaluate any 3 of the main arguments of trade protection. 

 

Arguments for protectionism  

 

Infant industry argument-small firms that domestically produce poultry products need 

protection from cheap Brazilian chicken coming from abroad because they are still 

establishing and can't compete cost wise with large. Exporters from Brazil have 

economies of scale. 

 

Revenue reason - the government enacts tariffs on chicken imports as a way of raising 

revenue .the government will raise for its expenditure purposes. 

 

domestic employment .by putting tariffs the government will be trying to protect 

domestic employment because if tariffs are not levied then domestic production will be 

reduced this will mean a lot of workers are now unemployed which will violate the 

government macro-economic objective of full employment . 

 

Strategic reasons - the government protects certain industries particularly defends so 

that when time for war comes, the nation must always have resources available. 

Locally, especially nowadays because of massive national grievances some element of 

artacky is needed. 

 

Anti-dumping protectionism is vital to address dumping practices of nations that t 

receive production subsidies from their government to make other exports competitive 

.dumping is selling a good cheaper than its price in the exporting country. 

 

Controlling imported inflation-imports that come into a country from country of high costs 

will increase domestic prices resulting inflationary pressures 

 



 

 

  
 

Lastly diversification of industry is a valid reason for protection as a nation realizes that 

it over specialized its industry on poultry and wants to uphold fishing industry and beef 

market it will block chicken imports. 

 

 

 

However, it is difficult to correctly decide if an infant industry really need protection. 

Once an infant industry is used to protection then it will be hard to withdraw the 

protection. 

Once one industry is protected then all other industries will cry for protection too. 

Protection of infant industries results inefficacy due to lack of competition. 

 Protectionism results retaliation causing trade wars. 

The domestic employment argument is fallacious. 

Blocking chicken imports that are cheap will reduce welfare of citizens. 

 

 

(b) Name and describe any two of the main forms of non-tariffs 

barriers 

 

(1) Export subsidies 

-payments made by a government of an exporting nation to its local producers 

who produce for exports. 

-it reduces their costs of production 

-It improves the countries competitiveness 

-it increases exports at the expense of competing nation 

-low interest loans to foreign buyers. 

 

(2) Voluntary Export restraints 

-is a bilateral agreement between 2 countries 

-exporting nation agrees to limit exports to importing country 

-the import country does not impose any restriction once VER is there 

-foreign exporters will have revenue the local government has nothing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

  
 

Question 5 

 

(a) Explain the fundamental principles on which world trade organization 

is based on (10) 

 
Most favored nation principle 

-requires a country to treat all its trading partners alike on the same footing. 

-No discrimination between sources of supply 

 

National treatment 

-Foreign firms in South Africa must be treated like local firms. 

 

Reciprocity 

-our country will treat will treat your firms in the same way that your country will 

treat our firms 

 

Mutual recognition 

-each nation recognizes standards of other nations e.g. SABS 

 

Fast trade rule 

Relates to trade promotions 

 

 

(b) With regards to the regional approach to free trade, explain free trade 

areas and economic unions, stating examples of each (10) 

 

Free trade area 

Member countries remove trade barriers with each other. 

Each member nation maintains its tariffs with nom-member nations 

-e.g. North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) USA, Canada and Mexico. 

 

Economic Unions 

Is too advanced 

_No tariffs against each other 

-Common external tariffs 

-free mobility of labour 

-harmonized fiscal and monetary policies. 

-E.g. European Union (EU) 

 



 

 

  
 

 

(c) Formation of custom unions results in both static and dynamic 

benefits. Explain the dynamic benefits of joining a custom union (5) 

-economics of scale 

-better investment stimulated 

-increase in output or welfare 

-increased competition results efficiency 

 

 

QUESTION 6 
 

Illustrate graphically and explain fully the welfare effect it’s of 

international capital flows on the investing and host country (25) 

 
Assuming two nations 1 and 2 with a total capital stock of OA and O1A. 

Returns on capital are O1H and OC 

-assume free capital movement are allowed since return s higher in Nation 2 

O1H than in nation 1 OC 

-AB capital flows to nation 2 equalizing gains at BE 

-Total domestic product in nation 1 is now OFEB 

-ABER must be added giving total national income of OFERA 

-With free capital flow in nation 1 total return on capital increases to ONRA 



 

 

  
 

-Return on cooperating factors decrease in nation 2 

-The inflow of capital reduces return from capital O1A to O1T 

-Total domestic product in nation 2grows from O1JMA TO O1JEB 

-Total return to domestic owners of capital falls from O1AMA to O1TRA 

-Total return to other cooperating factors increase 

-International capital flow increase the efficiency in the allocation of resources 

internationally and increase world output and welfare 

-In investing nations there is a redistribution of domestic income from capital to 

labour  

- In host nations there is redistribution of domestic income from labour to capital 

-In investing nations it affects terms of trade for both investing and host nations 

-different tax systems causes host nations to gain more tax than investing 

nations 
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Use figure 1 below to answer question 1 

Question 1 

 

 
 



 

 

  
 

 

(a) If South Africa (country A) imposes a 20r per unit tariff om imports 

of commodity T from both Botswana (country B) and China 

(country C) 

 

(i) Country A will import from which country explain? (5) 

It will import from China because the imports are very less if importing 

from china than if importing from Botswana. Only 100 compared to 300 

from Botswana. 

(ii) How much will be imported? (5) 

100 that is 500 – 400 

 

(b) Assume country A forms a customs union with country B, how much is the 

volume of trade created? Explain (5) 

Imports from Botswana with tariff = 600 – 300= 300. 

Imports from Botswana at world price after joining the union =800 – 700 = 100 

700 – 300 =400 trade created. 

 

(c) Would domestic producers in country A prefer the agreement of their country 

joining a customs unions to not joining a customs union? Explain your answer 

(5) 

Domestic producer will not prefer to join the union because it reduces 

domestic production from 300 to 100 thus 200 reduction. 

Also joining the customs union will result in losses as price goes down from 

30 to only 10. 

 

(d) Would domestic consumers in country A prefer a customs union with country 

B and C or none of them? Explain your answer (5) 

Domestic consumer will prefer a customs union with both countries 

particularly country C because their demand rises from 450 to 500 and the 

price falls from 50 to 10. 

Joining the customs union will increase welfare of citizens. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

  
 

SECTION B 

  

Question 2 

 

You are informed by your international trade instructor that tariffs 

have more of a negative impact on the overall welfare in a small 

country than in a large country. Use your understanding of trade 

policy to evaluate the validity of the statement (25) 

 

True 

For a smaller nation 

-domestic price of the importable goods rises by the full amount of the tariff 

for individuals in a nation, stays the same in world price. 

-domestic production expands of imported goods 

-imports fall 

-government redistributes income through tax relief and public consumption 

-volume of trade declines but terms remain unchanged hence welfare always 

declines 

-Nation has advantage with good Y 



 

 

  
 

-It produces at point B and consumers at point E. Exchanges at 60Y for 60X 

without tariff if its free trade 

-With 100% tariff, the nation will produce at point F 

-Nation exports 30Y for 30X 

-Prices become PX = 2 

-Government collects tariffs of 15x and redistributes tariff in full                                                   

as tax relief or public consumption 

-free trade consumption is higher than tariff 

 

For a larger nation 

-volume of trade declines 

-terms of trade increase 

-welfare affair is uncertain as volume of trade declines reducing welfare but 

terms increase improving welfare 

 

 

 

Question 3 

 

Export subsidies are classified under non-tariff barriers, using a 

well-drawn diagram, explain the partial equilibrium effect of an 

export subsidy (10) 

 

 



 

 

  
 

At free trade, 3.5, a small nation produces 35x 

Consumes 20x and exports 15x 

With a subsidy of $0.50 on each unit of commodity x exported. 

Price rises to $4 

The nation produces 40x, consumes 10x and exports 30x. 

Domestic consumers lose $7.50 a1+b1 

Domestic producers gain $18.50 that is a1+b1+c1 

Government subsidy is $15 (b1 + c1 + d1) 

Cost of protection through subsidy are $3,75 

 

 

 

Review any three of the arguments for trade protection (15) 

 

Infant industry argument-small firms that domestically produce poultry products need 

protection from cheap Brazilian chicken coming from abroad because they are still 

establishing and can't compete cost wise with large. Exporters from Brazil have 

economies of scale. 

 
Revenue reason - the government enacts tariffs on chicken imports as a way 

of raising revenue .the government will raise for its expenditure purposes. 

 
domestic employment .by putting tariffs the government will be trying to 

protect domestic employment because if tariffs are not levied then domestic 

production will be reduced this will mean a lot of workers are now 

unemployed which will violate the government macro-economic objective of 

full employment . 

 
Strategic reasons - the government protects certain industries particularly 

defends so that when time for war comes, the nation must always have 

resources available. Locally, especially nowadays because of massive 

national grievances some element of artacky is needed. 

 
-dumping protectionism is vital to address dumping practices of nations that t 

receive production subsidies from Anti their government to make other 

exports competitive .dumping is selling a good cheaper than its price in the 

exporting country. 

 



 

 

  
 

Controlling imported inflation-imports that come into a country from country of 

high costs will increase domestic prices resulting inflationary pressures 

Lastly diversification of industry is a valid reason for protection as a nation 

realizes that it over specialized its industry on poultry and wants to uphold 

fishing industry and beef market it will block chicken imports. 

 

However, it is difficult to correctly decide if an infant industry really need protection. 

Once an infant industry is used to protection then it will be hard to withdraw the 

protection. 

Once one industry is protected then all other industries will cry for protection 

too. 

Protection of infant industries results inefficacy due to lack of competition. 

 Protectionism results retaliation causing trade wars. 

The domestic employment argument is fallacious. 

Blocking chicken imports that are cheap will reduce welfare of citizens 

 

 

Question 4 

 

(a) State the Hecksher-Ohlin theorem what is the Leontief paradox in the 

context of the Hecksher-Ohlin theorem?  (7)  

 

A nation will produce and export a commodity which requires intensive use of an 

abundant cheap factor and import a commodity which requires intensive use of 

the nation’s relatively abundant and cheap factor and import the commodity 

whose production requires the intensive use of the nation’s relatively scarce and 

expensive factor 

The Leontief paradox was an empirical test to the H-O theorem. The USA was 

believed to be capital abundant nation and Leontief expected USA to export 

capital intensive goods and import labour intensive goods 

But the results showed that the USA exported labour intensive goods and import 

capital intensive goods 

Leontief proved that the H-O theory was useless. 

 

 

 

 

          

 



 

 

  
 

(b) State the Stolpher-Samuelson theorem (5) 

 

Internal distribution of income will change in favour of each country’s relatively 

abundant factor of production. Explains effect of trade on the distribution of 

income. Real income of labour and real income of capital move in the same 

direction as the movement of factor prices thus, trades causes the real income of 

labour to rise and real income of owners of capital to fall in the nation cheap 

labour and expensive capital. Trade causes real income of labour to fall and the 

real income of owners of capital to rise in the nation with expensive labour and 

cheap capital. 

 

 

Question 5 

 

Assume country 1 is a capital-abundant country and country 2 is a labour 

abundant-country. Illustrate and explain the pattern of trade and gains from 

trade within the Hecksher-Ohlin theorem framework (25) 

 

Assumptions 

-Two countries, two commodities for 2 factors of production 2x2x2 model 

-technology is the same in both countries 

-tastes and preferences are the same 

-full employment 

-perfect competition exists 

-no transport costs 

-balanced trade 

 

 
 



 

 

  
 

 

-Indifference curve 1 is common to both nations because of the identical tastes 

-equilibrium without trade is A for A1 for both nations 

-nation 1 has comparative advantage in good X whilst nation 2 in good Y 

-With trade, (right graph) nation 1 produces at point B and ex changing 

commodity X for Y reaches point E in consumption 

-Nation 2 produces at B1, and by exchanging Y for X reaches point E1 which 

coincides with E. 

-Both nations gain from trade because they consume on higher indifference 

curve 2 

-Specialization occurs and reaches nations on points B and B1. 
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Question 1 
 

Briefly explain the following 

 

(a) The Hecksher-Ohlin theory (5) 

 

A nation will produce and export a commodity which requires intensive use of an 

abundant cheap factor and import a commodity which requires intensive use of 

the nation’s relatively abundant and cheap factor and import the commodity 

whose production requires the intensive use of the nation’s relatively scarce and 

expensive factor 

 

(b) Raymond Vernon’s theory of product life cycle (5) 

 

-When a new product is introduced it requires highly skilled labour 

-As product matures and acquires mass acceptance, it becomes standardized 

-It can thus be produced by mass production and less skilled labour 

-comparative advantage shifts from advanced nations to less advanced 

nation hence the advanced nation will import the product from less advanced 

nation 

 

(c) Commodity indifference curves and its characteristics (5) 



 

 

  
 

-Shows the various combination of two commodities tat yield equal 

satisfaction to the community or nation 

-Higher curve refer to greater satisfaction, lower curves to less satisfaction 

-They are negatively sloped and convex to the origin and they don’t cross 

 

(d) The difference between the Mercantilist theory of trade and absolute 

advantage theory (5) 

-Mercantilists theory believed that trade was a zero sum game and they 

preached self-interest 

-Absolute advantage believes that trade was mutually beneficial and 

advocated for free trade. 

-Trade was possible only if nations had absolute advantage 

 

(e) The principles of the World Trade Organization (WTO) (5) 

 

Most favored nation principle 

-requires a country to treat all its trading partners alike on the same footing. 

-No discrimination between sources of supply 

 

National treatment 

-Foreign firms in South Africa must be treated like local firms. 

 

Reciprocity 

-our country will treat will treat your firms in the same way that your country will 

treat our firms 

 

Mutual recognition 

-each nation recognizes standards of other nations e.g. SABS 

 

Fast trade rule 

Relates to trade promotions 

 

 

SECTION B 

 

Question 2  

 

(a) Assume that both South Africa and Botswana produce good A 

and good B as follows (10) 

 



 

 

  
 

 South Africa (output 
per unit of labour) 

Botswana (Output per 
unit of labour) 

Good A 2 8 

Good B 1 2 

 

(a) What is the opportunity cost of good A in each country? 

RSA = ½ good B 

Botswana = ¼ good B 

 

(b) What is the opportunity cost of good B in each country? 

RSA = 2 good A 

Botswana = 4 good A 

 

(c) In which commodity does S A have a comparative advantage in? 

RSA has comparative advantage in production of good B 

 

(d) In which commodity does Botswana have a comparative advantage in? 

Botswana has comparative advantage production of good A 

(e) What is the range for mutually beneficial trade between S A and 

Botswana? 

Range is ¼ B < 1A < ½ B 

 

(b) Discuss briefly the difference between the Adam Smith’s and 

David Ricardo’s theories of trade. What are the assumptions of 

these theories? (15) 

 

The differences between the two theories are that; 

Adam Smith belied trade was only possible due to absolute advantage. 

 While the theory of comparative advantage which was developed by David Ricardo and 

is based on the notion that even if a nation has absolute disadvantage, trade is still 

possible based on comparative cost differences. 

The nation that has the lower opportunity cost must produce the commodity for export. 

 

The two theories are classical and assume the following; 

Assumptions 

There are only two countries producing two commodities and using one factor only 

labour. 

-There is free trade. 

-There is full employment  



 

 

  
 

-Each country has a fixed endowment of factors .and all units of a particular resource 

are identical. 

-Perfect competition exists. 

=There are no trade barriers. 

-Factors of production are mobile between the two commodities but not between 

nations meaning there are wage differences between nations. 

-There are no transport costs. 

-Level of technology is fixed for both nations. 

 

 

Question 3 

 

(a) Discuss the empirical relevance of the Hecksher-Ohlin and 

Samuelson theory (10) 

 

 A nation will produce and export a commodity which requires intensive use of an 

abundant cheap factor and import a commodity which requires intensive use of the 

nation’s relatively abundant and cheap factor and import the commodity whose 

production requires the intensive use of the nation’s relatively scarce and expensive 

factor. 

 

(b) Explain economies of scale, intra industry trade and technological gap model 

as new trade (15) 

 

Economies of scale 

H-O model does not explain that, with increasing returns to scale, mutually 

beneficial trade can take even when two nations are identical in every 

respect. 

-Increasing returns to scale is the production situation where output grows 

proportionate more than the increase in inputs or factors of production 

-When costs are doubled, output more than doubles 

-Two nations with increasing returns could produce and consume at a higher 

indifference curve if trade takes place 

 

Intra-industry trade 

-trade in differentiated products arises in order to take advantage of import 

economies of scale in production 

-Firms produce unique products in order to survive and have low costs 

-Nations will import other styled products from other nations 



 

 

  
 

-German produces VW cars but imports jaguar from UK 

-This increases welfare of consumers as the choice is improved 

 

Technological gap model 

-A great deal of trade among industrial nations is based on the introduction of 

new products and new production processes 

-These give the innovating firms some monopoly in the world market 

-Monopoly will be based on copyrights, patents 

-As a techno-advanced, the firm will get the technology and will export a lot 

on the world market 

-As time goes, other firms will get the technology and will export the good and 

also get a share on the market. 

 

 

 

Question 4 

 

 
(a) Discuss  the differences between a tariff and a quota (15) 

-A tariff is tax on imported goods 

-A quota is a physical limit on imported goods 

-An import quota shifts demand curve up from DX to DX1 

-Increases price to 2, 5 



 

 

  
 

-A tariff does not increase price, it only increases domestic consumption to 

65. 

-An import quota increases domestic production from 20 to 25 units 

A tariff does not increase domestic production 

-A quota involves licenses auctioned by government and cause 

government failure due to rent seeking 

-A quota limits imports with certainty 

A tariff limits imports without certainty 

 

(b) Discuss the scientific and infant industry arguments for 

production (10) 

 

Infant Industry 

-A nation may have a potential comparative advantage in a commodity but 

because of lack of know-how and the initial small level of output the 

industry will not be set up or if already started it cannot compete 

successfully with more established firms. 

Temporary trade protection is justified to protect the domestic industry 

during its infancy until it can meet foreign competition to a achieve 

economies of scale. 

However, it can only apply to developing nations. 

Once protected, it will be difficult to pull out of the protection as other 

industries will need protection too. 

 

Scientific argument 

-It is a fallacious argument 

-it is a tariff rate that would make the price of imports equal to domestic 

prices and allows domestic producers to meet foreign competition. 

However, it will eliminate international price differences and trade in all 

commodities subject to such “scientific” tariffs. 

 

Question 5 

 

(a) Briefly explain and give one example of each of the main 

forms of economic integration, where on this list would  you 

place the Southern African Development Community 

(SADC) (15) 

 

Preferential trade agreements (PTA) 



 

 

  
 

Member nations reduce tariffs or other trade barriers amongst 

themselves. Each country retains its own trade barriers with non-

member countries e.g. British Common Wealth Preference Scheme 

Free trade areas (FTA)  

FTAs are similar to PTAs but trade barriers with non-member nations 

are removed. Each member nation retains its own tariffs with non-

member nation e.g. North American Free Trade Agreements (NAFTA) 

Customs Union 

Are free trade areas 

Nations harmonize their trade policies with the rest of the world 

They have a common external tariff e.g. SACU 

Common market 

-is a customs union but in addition allows free movement of labour and 

capital e.g. Economic Community 

Economic Union 

-Besides free trade and fee factor mobility, the member nations 

harmonize or even unify fiscal and monetary policies e.g. European 

Union 

 

 

 

(b) Discuss the trade creation and trade diversion that occur 

when a country joins a customs union. Can a trade-diverting 

customs union result in trade creation.(10) 

 

Trade creation occurs when some domestic production in a nation that 

is a member of a customs union is replaced by lower-cost imports from 

other member nations 

Trade diversion implies a reduction in welfare in the customs union as 

it shifts production from more efficient producers outside the union to 

less efficient producers inside the union. 

Trade creation results in increase in welfare of citizens as they 

consume more than before at a lower price 

However the government will lose revenue which affects government 

expenditure 

 

A trade diverting customs union will result in preferential treatment to 

member states 

-it reduces welfare of citizens 

-it is against comparative advantage theory of trade. 



 

 

  
 

-However, trade diverting customs union can also increase welfare.  

-hence a trade diversion can result in increase or decrease in welfare 

whilst a trade creation only increase welfare. 

 

 

Question 6 

 

One of the most significant international economic 

developments of the post war period is the proliferation on 

multinational corporation (MNCs). These are firms that own 

control or manage production facilities in several countries. 

With regard to MNCs, explain (a) the reasons for their 

existence, (b) some of the problems and the benefits that 

they create in the home country, (c) some of the problems 

and benefits that they create in the host country (25) 

 

 

In host nation, 

Multinational companies have monopolistic tendencies that are not 

welcome in the markets. 

They exploit local labour for example, the Marikana massacre was a result 

of strike that exposed how mineworkers were exploited. 

Dumping practices of selling goods cheaper than in the country they come 

from. 

Sometimes the multinationals are made to pay high tax than local firms. 

The multinational companies evade taxes hence reducing tax revenues for 

host government 

 Local government may change policy .this might not seem favorable for 

multinationals which maybe a reason why Barclay's bank pulled out of 

Africa. 

Pollution, the multinational companies end up polluting the environment 

which will cause health hazards for local population. 

 

In source nation, the huge capital outflows will severe balance of 

payments problems. 

Investing nation suffers a reduction in tax collected  

Investing nation loses technological superiority as these companies export 

the technology to developing nations. 




